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Introduction
Hungary used to be one of the most promising young democracies aft er the fall of the Berlin Wall. In fact, the fi rst frays on the Iron Curtain appeared just 25 years ago on the border of Austria and Hungary 1 , followed by the sudden collapse of communist totalitarianism in the entire region (Jenei 2011) . Th e key role of the country is connected to its central location but also to its vivid memories of an armed revolution against communism in 1956. Being a forerunner of Central and Eastern European democratic transition stands in contrast to how recent academic literature approaches public-administration reforms, including reforms of municipal (local government) administration. How come that recently Hungary has been connected to the "backslide of democracy" not only in the general media but also in academic literature (Sedelmeyer 2014 , Ágh 2013 , Hajnal and Csengődi 2014 ? In the following, I make an attempt to throw light on the origins of the Hungarian administrative culture in order to clarify the context of the recent reforms aff ecting the administrative duties of local governments.
As can be seen from the fi rst results of the LIPSE project 2 , the European pattern of handling the crisis of 2008 onwards is to decentralize administrative structures in order to decentralize the crisis, thus relieving the central administrative system. Th e Hungarian development path appears to be the opposite. Is it only party politics that lie behind, or is there perhaps a deeper rationale that can be elaborated through the argumentation of administrative science ?
What was public administration like during the communist period ?
Th e "knowledge of what works and what does not tends to be heavily context dependent" (Pollitt 2003, 122) . Th is applies for long-term path-dependence theory, as well. Hungarian administration culture during "existing socialism" can be characterized by the following aspects:
Dual character of power
Duality of power used to be characteristic in all aspects of public life, creating a general schizoid setting. Everyday issues were administered by local offi cials, while strategic issues were determined in Moscow without any hint of public knowledge or discussion. (E.g., stationing nuclear weapons on Hungarian territory, decision on the structure of the domestic industry or attacking Czechoslovakia in 1968 etc.) Th e duality of governance was paralleled on the domestic level, as well. Th e country was formally governed by the government but in reality the administration executed decisions of the Party. Th is is a general pattern in Central and Eastern Europe and can be characterized as an "exogenous determinant" of political culture (Kitschelt et al. 1999, 12) .
Role of administration
Decisions of the state authority were unquestionable. Th e role of administration was nothing else but replicating in practice whatever was decided by the Party. Neither law (the public-administrative court system was abolished in 1949) (Gellén and Patyi 2011) nor PA science was prepared for critical thinking . Such behavior was not tolerated, neither practical administrative measures that were "out of the line" nor "misbehavior" under a scientifi c disguise. Th e deterioration of PA science was tangible: the repetition of communist ideology was practically the only form of scientifi c "discussion" until the late 1980s (with the exception of a brief period in the late 1960s). First empirical studies (mostly unpublished) in sociology -and in any other science applying a sociological approach -were permitted in the 1980s. Other sciences, such as psychology (including social psychology), were labeled "bourgeois" and were banned.
Favor -economics made oppression tolerable
Widespread petty corruption and the culture of mutual favors made everyday life tolerable (Sandholtz and Taagepera 2005) . Opportunism became a decisive cultural element: the possessors of power were interested in letting corruption fl ourish in order to minimize internal tensions (and avoid another 1956) . Low-level and highlevel corruptions were mutually tolerated in order to maintain political stability. Hajnal presents petty corruption as an embedded cultural element of the state-society relationship in the post-regime change period. Th e social function of mass petty corruption -according to Hajnal's empirically supported fi ndings -is to facilitate state-society relationships in terms of ensuring that actions of public administration and public service that otherwise ought to happen, would in fact take place. In such terms, corruption is a systemic element of the state-society relationship to overcome bureaucracy (Batory 2012 ). Urinboyev also presents petty corruption as an inseparable ingredient of everyday culture that is built on the imperative of individual and collective survival (Urinboyev 2013) .
Regime change -with limitations
By 1989, a pluralistic, democratic constitutional state came to life, having its fi rst elections in 1990, whereas local governments had a vital role in the process of democratization. In 1989 democratization. In -1990 , the "big bang" of the regime change aff ected the entire constitutional system -with certain fl aws, however. In the formal sense, however, the constitution itself remained communist Act No. XX 1949 -with the statement in the newly amended preamble that the constitution itself is temporary. During the 1990s, Hungary appeared to be the forerunner of stability and prosperity, especially when compared to surrounding countries like the former Yugoslavia, Romania or the Soviet Union (Milanovic 1997, 2) . Th e relative smoothness of the transition stemmed from the following:
• Th e 1956 revolution had a deep psychological eff ect on the communist elite, causing them to avoid all potential confl icts with the society. Unlike other communist elites in the region in the 1980s, the Hungarian political elite were very much aware that the situation was profoundly unstable (Niklasson 2006 ).
• While longing for internal stability, the communist state launched gradual reforms on the restoration of individual property and established a certain latitude for entrepreneurship. Such easing happened in connection with Hungary entering the IMF in 1982 and receiving loans from it (Act-Force Statute No. 6, 1982) . Th e preparation for the regime change was given its impetus when a new company law was issued in 1986, which lay the tracks for privatization. Privatization began under communist control from the communist state to communist individuals. Th e communist infl uence was tangible in the most important fi elds of the economy, like telecom, media, culture, banking, foreign aff airs, trade, justice, real estate and logistics (Ungváry 2008 ).
• Th e communist elite began preparations for a soft -version transition already in the early 1980s, supported by 800,000 party members, approximately 50,000 internal secret contacts and 10,000 -20,000 secret police (communist secret fi les are still unavailable to the public: some were re-classifi ed, some have disappeared) (Takács 2013) . With this background, the successor of the communist party won the democratic elections in 1994.
• Th e communist regime did not consider any unalienable human rights and implicitly rejected the right for local governance. Naturally at that time, state citizens did not have the right to vote for local assemblies. Furthermore, municipal borders were altered by Party decisions under the label of effi ciency increase. With such reasoning, many municipalities lost their legal status and were artifi cially amalgamated with a bigger town or city. Th is practice has a long-lasting eff ect on the Hungarian public administration so that amalgamation of local governments is still a cultural and constitutional taboo.
Designing the local-government system was also part of the smooth transition. Th e law on local governments was issued by the new Parliament in 1990, but it was prepared by the Ministry of Interior before the regime change happened (Gellén 2012, 154) . Th roughout the years of the 1990s it turned out that the Socialist Party could eff ectively use local politics for maintaining its territorial network of interests and cadres. Th is turned out to be obvious later on when former heads of local soviets (former Party commissars) successfully rebooted their former careers as town mayors en masse (Ellis 1997) . Political contradictions of this transitional period off er an understanding of why the Hungarian path to administrative development did not prove to be a continuous success story throughout the ensuing decades (Orenstein 2008) . Th e following are among the most important strategic factors of the post-regime change period:
Regime change happened in two phases. Th e fi rst and most important phase happened before Rechtsstaat values could crystallize, meaning that the fi rst phase was done before the political regime change. Th e second phase took some time to unfold since the new democratic institutions took time to develop, and their legal guarantee systems took further time to provide practical protection. Th is phase diff erence involved that newly established ownership rules and other legal institutions provided entrenchment for those who successfully transferred their political clout into economic power. Th e non-democratic nature of this phenomenon was soon recognized by foreign observers, as well (Ayres and Braithwaite 1992, 7) . Th e proposition of administrative and political science would have been the opposite of what actually happened: setting the rules fi rst, then playing the game.
Administrative and welfare systems came under unbearable pressure because of social and economic collapse. Th e fi rst correction of the newly established democratic administration and public-services system took place in 1995 (Kornai 1996) . In 1996, Hungary had to re-enter a standby loan agreement with the IMF. Th e nature of post-communist systemic meltdown is well-known in the entire Central and Eastern European region of this time:
• Gigantic state-owned enterprises collapsed aft er the immediate disappearance of foreign markets (primarily due to the lack of solvency of post-Soviet partners) (Román 2005, 55 -56 ).
• Large public-sector education, health and pension systems were only modestly changed since it was these systems that absorbed the masses leaving the labor market (OECD 2008, 57 -139 ).
• Privatization was not under social control, apart from sporadic victories, and mass privatization led to the loss of work competence and the loss of markets.
• Th e remaining work force was partly moved to services or low-added-value industries.
A so-called dual economy was conserved, with approximately 700,000 microenterprises that had little real chance for growth, and with a few (mostly foreignowned) 3 multinationals that brought production to Hungary (Pavlínek 2004 ).
Public-administration culture
Especially in the fi rst period of development, Hungary was involved in various international technical-assistance projects regarding public administration. Th e Support for Improvement in Governance and Management (SIGMA), in conjunction with the EU and the Organization for Cooperation and Development (OECD) and Pologne, Hongrie Aide a la Reconstruction économique (PHARE: EU pre-accession program) were helping Hungary comply with the European administrative area's requirements in the Union accession program, and the annual reports system moved the country into action (Sobis and de Vries 2009). Due to or despite the massive foreign assistance, the development of the Hungarian public-administration culture muddled along rather slowly. In terms of public-administrative culture, legalism is identifi ed by a group of theorists as an appropriate label for Hungarian PA culture (Hajnal 2003; Hințea et al. 2006) . Rechtsstaat culture (a constitutional state in which the exercise of power is governed by law) appears to be an inseparable attribute of Hungarian public administration (Hajnal 2008, 132) Rechtsstaat culture in itself is a positive factor, and even in its contracted format, it used to have a benefi cial impact during the 1970s and 1980s since it represented a higher standard to the Soviet-style administrative culture. Th e existing remains of Rechtsstaat culture -within narrow barriers -off ered a certain alternative to the over-politicized operations of the Hungarian public administration. Drechsler states that Weberian public administration worked as a protective and supportive vehicle for the young democracy and also for the new market economy (Drechsler 2005) . Th us, during the communist period, a distorted Rechtsstaat culture mixed with the traditional irresponsiveness of a Soviet-style public administration, created a rather stiff combination. Besides legalism as the main factor of PA cultural setting, there is another trend identifi ed by PA theory: gradual politicization that tangibly emerged in the mid-2000s (Meyer-Sahling 2006).
Inherited distortions of the local government system between 1990 and 2010
According to the new legal setting enacted in 1990, the local-governmental system was composed of two tiers: at the upper tier there were the nineteen counties and the capital city of Budapest and at the lower municipal tier almost 3,200 local governments run by elected councils (Hajnal, 2012, 289) .
Th e local governments had a high political legitimacy supplemented with financial autonomy. Political and legal autonomy was untouched throughout the decades, but fi nancial latitude was gradually cut back by various governments. To give an impression on the process I present the most vivid examples:
• Th e path of development contained the abolition of social-security local governments in 1998 (Act No. LXXXIV, 1991 , an independent local-government system that operated so ineffi ciently that its operations erased a decisive percentage of national social-security asset value (Munkaügyi Levelek 1998).
• Th e re-distribution of local income taxes was also cut back in the 1990s (Horváth et al. 2014 ).
• Legal charges collected by county local governments were re-directed to the central tax-authority in 2007.
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Besides the fi nancial contraction, the tasks of the local governments tended to widen throughout the years. Th e widening process was enabled by the opportunity to increase the amount of "delegated competences" with insuffi cient central funding or no funding at all. Th e two parallel processes resulted in a phenomenon that domestic public-administration theory called "confl ict container" (Pálné 1990) .
Th e high autonomy of the municipal sector contributed to a certain resource of fi scal effi ciency for the incumbent governments as the local governments became bearers of tasks without fi nancing. Such delegated tasks disappeared from the budget of the central government that has been under permanent fi nancial pressure. Since the municipalities have diverse resources for additional revenues, certain local governments could survive such government measures in a fi nancially intact position. However, on the systemic side, the unfunded delegation of tasks turned out to be unsustainable. While in 2005 the gross debt of municipalities added up to 1.9 % of the GDP, in 2009 it was 4.1 % (Vigvári 2011, 61) . Diagram 1 shows the tendency of how local-government liabilities increased over the years of 2005 -2010 . Th e reason why issuing municipal bonds developed so rapidly was that legal provisions applied a cap on bank loans, thus local governments reaching the cap issued bonds for external fi nancing. To a certain extent, this was already a kind of decentralization of fi scal crisis before the crisis. Aft er the year of 2008, the tendency of crisis decentralization even accelerated throughout the policy pattern of "confl ict container" that was extensively exploited already years before the crisis (Vigvári 2010 , Gál 2011 , Horváth et al. 2014 ).
According to Vigvári (2010) , the currency composition of the loans was nothing else than a public-fi nancing nightmare. Th e proportion of bond issues with regard to currency until 2008 was the following: It has to be stated that certain local governments provided best practices in terms of due diligence and did not engage in any uneven fi nancial practices. Typical examples are the ones that have signifi cant industrial companies on their territory that constantly provide local income taxes (such prosperous municipalities are Budaörs, Paks, Százhalombatta, etc.). However the good examples did not change the overall picture that the entire sector had to be bailed out. Th e local governments tried to justify their practices arguing that their quest for additional external fi nancing came from their ambition for accessing EU funds for local development. In many cases this was true, but it did not change the unsustainable character of the municipal sector's fi nancial status (Vigvári 2009 ).
The position of international fi nancial institutions on the level of decentralization
Th e "confl ict container" nature of the overdemocratized and overdecentralized local-government system aroused the attention of international fi nancial institutions, as well, when the fi nancial crisis automatically pinpointed the fi nancial defects of the Hungarian system. Two formerly active providers of technical assistance and public-administration reform ideas returned to Hungary in 2008. First of all, in 2008 the Hungarian government agreed with the IMF to reduce central-budget transfers to the local-government sector. Already in the early 2000s IMF tended to advertise the World Bank position that decentralization was a benefi cial administrative principle in terms of local governments (Deither 2000) . However, -as the World Bank analyst puts forth -decentralization in Hungary was overdone. Hungary became one of the most decentralized countries of Central and Eastern Europe and should have been contrasted with Slovakia, which was one of the least decentralized countries, during the decade of transition from socialism to market (Deither 2000, 3 -5) . When Hungary was hit by the international economic crisis in 2008, internal ineffi ciencies suddenly came to the surface. In order to avoid fi scal insolvency, Hungary signed a stand-by loan agreement with the IMF. According to the fi rst country report under the loan agreement 5 , the following structural reform steps -aff ecting public administration -were agreed upon:
• Reducing the government's fi nancial needs, • Cost-cutting in central government, • Taking steps to eliminate redundant transfers and subsidies provided by diff erent government levels, • Encouraging local government to seek economies of scale by cutting central government transfers (in the 2010 budget), • Reducing the size of local councils.
As can be seen from the list, the promise of effi ciency gains was not seen in granting more autonomy to local governments and government organs (as well as agencies) but in merging them. A sort of correction of the level of decentralization appears to be part of a constant policy of the IMF and the World Bank. In fact, the natural request of international lenders for higher fi scal control on the public administration, including the local governments, was incorporated into the IMF-Hungary cooperation (IMF 2009, 12) . However, reducing the number of local governments was out of the question. Th is stems from the culturally embedded approach of the constitutional right for local governance. Th erefore amalgamations or mergers directed from above were unimaginable, unlike in the Netherlands, for example.
Th e Hungarian local government system has been labeled ineffi cient by the OECD, as well. Th e critique articulated by the OECD was "underused economies of scale and lack of policy coherence at the local level" (OECD 2008, 207) , meaning that the local governments are too numerous, too fragmented, and no government institution has power to control their policies in content. Th e other critical fi nding by the OECD was "overlapping responsibilities at the intermediate level" (OECD 2008, 207) . Both critical remarks were absolutely valid. At that time only legal control was available above local-government rulings in the case of unlawfulness.
Apart from the ineffi cient character of the Hungarian local government system, having high autonomy fulfi lled the European Charter of Local Self-Government and prescriptions of utilizing local social energies.
Centralization as a response to the crisis
Parliamentary elections in April 2010 radically transformed the country's party system. Th e conservative Fidesz party received a two-third majority, and the Hungarian Socialist Party (MSzP) was pushed to second place with considerably fewer seats. Th e two centrist parties that had been in existence since 1990, the Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF) and the Alliance of Free Democrats (SzDSz), lost out to two new parties, Jobbik, on the extreme-right, and Politics Can Be Diff erent (LMP), a liberal protest party.
6 Th e newly emerged monocentric political structure off ered a historic chance for the government to make all structural changes it found necessary. Th e new political leadership had the ambition of correcting the birth defects of the regime change that were defi nitely numerous.
Th e fi rst part of the reform was to avoid a pattern to unfold that would have been similar to what happened in Greece.
7 Part of the reform was to re-arrange the unsustainable nature of the local government -central-government coopera-tion according to the IMF requests. Th e standard recipes, however, (amalgamation) could not have been applied in the case of local governments due to the culturally embedded interpretation of the constitutional notion of the right for local governance. It is also understandable that the central budget -under the close control of the IMF -was not in the position to bail out the local-government sector without imposing fi nancial and policy control.
In a paper prepared for an IMF conference on decentralization in Hungary and in Slovakia, Deither (2000) argues that central control on local government budgets should be enhanced by strict regulations, improved accountability and by the fi duciary responsibility of the central budget (Deither 2000, 13) .
Th e government launched a vast PA-reform program (Magyary Plan) under Government Decree 1207 / 2011 (VI. 28.) in 2011. Th e reform program aims at increasing the overall effi ciency of the entire public-administrative system throughout modernizing its tasks, personnel, processes and structure. Th ese structural reforms can be labeled primarily as centralization, with the ambition of saving costs and having a fi rm control on policy processes. Th e reform that took place in 2011 -2013 re-concentrated most of the competencies from local government offi ces. It is important to mention that there has been a consensus for a long time in domestic public-administration legal theory that "original competences" of local governments have to be divided from "delegated competences". Th e most important diff erence was that "original" competences originated from the constitution -thus could not be changed -and the democratically elected local assemblies were entitled by them (Szabó 2012, 30) . "Delegated competences", on the other hand, were regulated in lower-level legal sources, and they addressed the local notary. Local notaries were not the employees of the local assembly, nor of the local mayor. Th e "re-concentration" maneuver took the short and simple route to increase effi ciency and transparency towards international lenders: since formal municipal independence was untouchable, the Parliament decided to remove the delegated competencies from the municipal notaries and concentrated the competencies at the newly established district administrations (townships). Townships became the local branches of the County Government Offi ces, and they became responsible for all public administrative issues that used to be delegated to the local governments. Th is somewhat hollowed out the local governments' administrative role since approximately 75 % of their case load consisted of delegated public-administrative cases. Taking into account the removal of such a decisive portion of the competencies of the local governments, their systemic local role has to be reconsidered for at least two reasons. Local governments used to have enormous voluntary tasks (maintaining secondary schools, etc.) and they still have signifi cant "own" revenues, such as local taxes. Since local identity is usually considerably strong in the Hungarian society, these factors should not be excluded from considering the next steps of the reform. As Hajnal and Csengődi formulate the local element of the reform, (Hajnal and Csengődi 2014, 49) .
Hajnal and Csengődi argue that the centralization process is politicization. I argue, however, that politicization and higher central control is a primary tool for controlling the crisis (Camillus and Deepak 1991) .
Transferring local administrative tasks to local offi ces of centralized institutions can be observed through the divergence of central-and local-government budgets' shares of the GDP.
Diagram 2 Comparing central-and local-government expenditures in percentage of GDP in Hungary
Looking at Diagram 2, it might be surprising at fi rst glance that aft er 2008 -when the central budget became practically insolvent and an IMF loan agreement had to be signed in great haste -, the relative proportion of local budget expenditures could still slightly increase until 2010. Th is shows that the central fi scal administration had little infl uence on local budgets to contract expenditures. From the fi scalmanagement point of view this is a major systemic uncertainty that was forecast by IMF and OECD analysts. It is also telling to see in Diagram 2 how central and local expenditures diverge from 2011 onwards. External fi nances for local governments became less available as their general credit position deteriorated; therefore local expenditures have been contracted gradually but 2 years lagging behind the central budget's restrictions. In 2013, the Hungarian central budget paid back the fi nal installment to the IMF 9 ; this was the same year when from 1 January, the former local government delegated competencies, and the connected fi nances were relocated.
A more detailed picture appears when the internal composition of local finances is presented.
Diagram 3
Local revenues in % of total fi nances Source: Horváth et al. 2014, 137 Diagram 3 shows the relative position of local revenues (mostly: local taxes) compared to locally spent central-budget transfers in a geographical breakdown for the years 1993 and 2010. Th e level of inequality can be seen between local-government abilities to compensate for the withdrawal of central funding with the increase of local revenues. In 1993 the proportion of local taxes varied between 16.3 % (Northern Hungary) and 23.4 % (Budapest and Pest County), while in 2010 these fi gures increased to 21.8 % and 44.2 %. Territorial policy tended to agree with IMF recommendations that transfers to local governments should be decreased, but this led to an increased geographical inequality that was hardly compensated by the resource-distribution policy of EU cohesion funds. It can be concluded that centralization aff ecting local government competencies and fi nances appears to be a logical organizational response to an existing fi scal challenge. Th e long-term eff ects, however, cannot be projected yet.
Closing remarks
Th e re-centralization of municipal competencies appears to be in line with the OECD fi ndings of 2008, and it also has an impact on state fi nancing. Th e sharp increase of municipal indebtedness can be halted and a new, transparent system is about to be elaborated regarding 75 % of the local governments' responsibilities. Internal transparency and closer control might be more acceptable for state fi nancers than a complicated patchwork of local governments. Previously the central fi scal administration had no infl uence on fi nancial decisions of local governments even if their fi nancial decisions threatened the interest of stable state fi nancing. Centralization has a certain cost, though local control on local issues will be certainly weakened even if one takes into account that the so called "delegated tasks" used to be allocated to the local level upon a decision that was not made by the local assemblies. As local elections will be held on 12 October 2014, the eff ect of centralization can be immediately measured on the decrease of the activity of local politics. While on previous local elections the gross number of local candidates for assembly seats and mayor positions were around 100,000 nationwide, the current fi gure is 58,000.
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A similar decrease characterizes mayor positions: it appears that there are no candidates in around 400 local governments -mostly villages.
11 One might agree that this is harmful to local democracy but it can also be argued that local rent-seeking possibilities also decreased.
Jenei views the re-centralization process as a development path whereas stabilization and steady development characterized the path until 2002. Aft erwards, the development path turned towards marketization and later to state minimalization that lasted until 2009. From 2010 onwards, the other extreme of the pendulum effect can be witnessed in order to undo what minimalization measures distorted. (Jenei 2009) In the meantime, however, the fi nancial crisis had to be handled some-how while some genetic defects of the administrative system had to be corrected that came to the surface suddenly. Currently, one cannot speculate on how long the newly centralized system will work. What can be concluded, though, is that in the short run it appears to work because it contributed to eliminating local fi scal uncertainties.
Th e centralization has certain risks, as well: there are already a certain number of examples. It is common in these failure cases that they show how important the "confl ict-container" nature of decentralized local entities used to be. Th e news on such project failures would normally be only isolated local news with not much hype about them. Th e centralized structure, however, automatically increases the magnitude of project failures to policy failures while such failures appear in the realm of high-profi le political communication, as well. An example that has a massive political impact is the following. Primary and secondary schools use the same soft ware for their internal educational administrative operations. Th e soft ware ought to have been purchased by a single centralized institution through public procurement. Th e procurement process could not be completed in time because of legal remedy procedures at the Public Procurement Authority. Th erefore all schools and secondary schools (being more than 6 % of the politically active population, right before the local elections) face serious challenges in their everyday work.
12 A normal project failure immediately became a policy failure with massive political impact.
Leaving political argumentation to political scientists, it is to be stated that Hungarian administrative culture -described above -might react to centralization as returning to the normal state of public administration, whereas civil service has to replicate in practice whatever the political authority proclaimed in theory. Th is might add up to a rigid, non-responsive combination of monocentric politics and highly hierarchic central administration. Th is should be avoided -not necessarily through "re-decentralization" in the short run but by increasing internal and external transparency, increased citizen participation in central-administration processes and by nurturing internal administrative innovations. Transparency might serve as a tool to make centralized institutions more fl exible and accountable. Without suffi cient transparency on administrative issues and projects, citizen claims tend to instinctively target the central government, which would normally be interested in increasing the level of administrative transparency in order to redirect citizens' claims to the lower echelons of the administration -where they belong to.
